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Adobe Illustrator CS6 16.0.0 Portable.rarQ: Get a value from a python list on a c# I'm trying to
retrieve a value from a list on python to pass it to c# code. Here's what I've got in python

lst=[[1,'11',2], [2,'22',3], [3,'33',4]] I wish to pass this to a c# code which will run an statement like
this > if lst = [1, 2] : int y = lst[0] + lst[1] + lst[2] I'm not sure how to pass this list to c#. Thanks. A:
In c# you can use List instead of list. So in python you could have: class csharpLst { public int Y; }

public class Program { public static void Main() { List lst = [[1,'11',2], [2,'22',3], [3,'33',4]]; if (lst ==
[1, 2]) { //lst[0] + lst[1] + lst[2] } } } If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking

the link above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to
proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below.

I thought I'd start a new thread just to keep track of my wife's "Outing" the home with a manager.
The little lad is 7 months now. Gorrio is our manger. Mr. I am the Mother can be a little hard on him
when she's not in the mood. He is growing as a nice boy. So is she. I know I'm biased, but I wouldn't

have changed a thing. I am visiting my parents this weekend, so it might be
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